The measures for SU͑4͒ symmetry and the Wigner energy, in terms of double binding energy differences, for even-even and odd-odd nuclei in Aϭ56-100 mass region are studied using the infinite nuclear matter ͑INM͒ mass model of atomic nuclei. The INM model predicts that the SU͑4͒ symmetry is broken in even-even nuclei but remnants of this symmetry should be present in NϭZ odd-odd nuclei in this region. Similarly, the estimates of the Wigner energy indicate that the Tϭ0 states in these nuclei should start appearing around 0.5 MeV above the ground states that are Tϭ1 in nature. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.64.057303 PACS number͑s͒: 21.10.Dr, 21.60.Cs, 21.60.Fw, 27.50.ϩe With the advent of radioactive ion beam facilities, in the last few years considerable interest has been generated in investigating structure of heavy nuclei near the proton drip line and, in particular, the NϭZ nuclei in the mass range A ϭ56-100 ͓1,2͔. These nuclei are expected to give new insights into neutron-proton ͑np͒ correlations that are hitherto unknown. Towards this end, for example, using nuclear masses the questions studied so far in literature are, ͑i͒ signatures for Wigner's spin-isospin SU͑4͒ symmetry ͓3͔; ͑ii͒ relationship between Tϭ0 pairing and the so-called Wigner energy ͓4͔; ͑iii͒ effects of spin-orbit force on the relative positions of Tϭ0 and Tϭ1 states in odd-odd nuclei ͓5͔; ͑iv͒ possible formation of a condensate of Tϭ0 np Cooper pairs ͓6͔; ͑v͒ pairing vibrations ͑phonons͒ in the isospin channels ͓7͔, etc. All the results in Ref. ͓3-7͔ are limited by the known experimental masses, especially those of the NϭZ odd-odd nuclei with AϾ60; see ͓8͔ for experimental data. Therefore, a natural question is whether there exists a good model for predicting nuclear masses. Then using such a model it is possible to go beyond Aϭ60 and study the issues involved in ͑i͒-͑v͒. One such model is the infinite nuclear matter ͑INM͒ model introduced recently ͓9,10͔. In this Brief Report the focus is on ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒, i.e., on signatures of SU͑4͒ symmetry and Wigner energy in Aϭ56-100 nuclei.
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The INM model ͓9,10͔ is based on the Hugen Holtz-Van Hove ͑HVH͒ theorem ͓11͔ of many-body theory. For asymmetric nuclear matter, the theorem primarily connects the neutron and proton Fermi energies ⑀ n ϭ(‫ץ‬E/‫ץ‬N) Z and ⑀ p ϭ(‫ץ‬E/‫ץ‬Z) N and the mean energy per particle E/A as E/A ϭ͓(1ϩ␤)⑀ n ϩ(1Ϫ␤)⑀ p ͔/2, where ␤ is the asymmetry parameter (NϪZ)/(NϩZ). Extending the HVH theorem to finite nucleus it is shown that the total energy could be written as sum of three distinct parts, namely, the nuclear matter part E, a global part f, and a local part . The first two parts governing the global behavior of all nuclei, such as the volume, surface, symmetry, coulomb, and pairing energies are characterized by five parameters and these are determined once for all using known masses. The local energies (N,Z)
satisfying linear difference equations are determined by using an ensemble averaged procedure as described in detail elsewhere ͓10͔. The model, as such, is found, to be quite successful both for mass predictions ͓10͔ as well as for the determination of nuclear saturation properties including the nuclear incompressibility ͓9͔. More recently ͓12͔ it is shown that the INM model, via the propagation of (N,Z) into unknown regions, predicts quenching of magic numbers near the drip lines, as implied by the astrophysical r-process nuclidic abundances ͓13͔. Encouraged by this success, INM masses are employed in this Brief Report in calculating the measures for SU͑4͒ symmetry and the Wigner energy, in terms of double binding energy differences, for even-even and odd-odd nuclei in the Aϭ56-100 mass region.
Van Isacker et al. ͓3͔ suggested recently that the double binding energy differences, defining average np interaction
for even-even ͑ee͒ and odd-odd ͑oo͒ nuclei, respectively, carry the signatures of Wigner's spin-isospin SU͑4͒ symmetry. In Eq. ͑1͒ B(N,Z) represents the negative binding energy of a given nucleus. In order to obtain the binding energy differences in Eq. ͑1͒ in the SU͑4͒ limit, one starts with the valence nucleons (m in number͒ in an oscillator shell. Then, the U (4) 
. Identifying the O͑6͒ ͓or SU͑4͔͒ irreps for the ground states and assuming that the binding energies are linear in the quadratic Casimir invariant (C 2 ) of SU͑4͒ ͓or O͑6͔͒, the ␦V np in Eq. ͑1͒ can be evaluated in the SU͑4͒ limit.
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